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ABSTRACT
Training Machine Learning (ML) models to convergence is a long-running and expensive procedure, as it requires large clusters of high-end accelerators such as GPUs and TPRs. Many ML frameworks have proposed elastic distributed training, which enables using transient resources such as spot VMs in the cloud, reducing the overall cost. However, the availability of transient resources varies over time, creating an inherently dynamic environment that requires special handling of training hyperparameters. Techniques such as gradient accumulation enable using the same hyperparameters upon resource preemptions, however sequentially accumulating gradients stalls synchronous distributed training. On the other hand, scaling the batch size according to the available resources requires tuning of other hyperparameters, such as the learning rate. In this work, we study how learning rate scaling rules perform under dynamic environments when the batch size changes frequently and drastically, as we observed in real cloud clusters. We build a PyTorch-based system to evaluate Stochastic Gradient Descent on Image Recognition and Object Detection tasks under various learning rate scaling rules and resource availability traces. We observe minor or no degradation in model convergence when choosing the correct learning rate scaling rule. Identifying the appropriate scaling rule for a given model is non-trivial. Automating this decision remains an open question.
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• Computing methodologies → Machine learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in Machine Learning (ML) research have led to the creation of complex models, trained with massive datasets [1, 2]. In order to excel at their tasks, state-of-the-art ML models are trained for long periods of time in a distributed way using large clusters with high-end accelerators such as GPUs [3] and TPRs [4]. This leads to very high costs [5], since training can take hours or even days to complete, even in enormous clusters. Furthermore, most distributed ML frameworks [6, 7], consider a static, all-or-nothing allocation of resources for distributed training, meaning that a training job only gets scheduled when all of its requested resources are available. This leads to long queuing of training jobs in multi-tenant clusters, especially when they request a vast amount of resources [8, 9].

In response, ML training frameworks [10–15] are becoming elastic, meaning that they are able to train over a dynamic set of resources. Jobs can get scheduled before all requested resources are available, reducing the queuing time of jobs in multi-tenant clusters, and increasing the overall cluster resource utilization [16]. Furthermore, elastic ML frameworks enable reducing training costs by leveraging spot Virtual Machines (VMs) offered by cloud providers [17–19] at a 60%-90% discount. In this setting, the resources of a training job could be preempted and reclaimed multiple times during training, according to cluster resource contention. For example, Figure 1 shows how frequently and abruptly the number of available preemptible hardware accelerators can change on Google Cloud.

One of the most challenging aspects of elastic training is dealing with training hyperparameters as the number of underlying resources changes. In particular, when the underlying resources available for training decrease due to preemptions, naively continuing to train without accounting for preempted nodes reduces the effective batch size of the training job. Varying the batch size during training affects model accuracy and requires careful tuning of other hyperparameters. Some elastic frameworks [12] decouple the global batch size from the available resources and employ techniques such as gradient accumulation to maintain the same hyperparameters, which can help guarantee convergence consistency of elastic training jobs. However, this can introduce stragglers [20] in the case of uneven partitioning of the same amount of work in fewer resources, which reduces synchronous training throughput.

Other frameworks [10, 11, 14] employ a simpler approach: scaling the global batch size according to the number of available resources. This requires users to decide on how to scale hyperparameters, such as the learning rate, in response to batch size changes. However, since users cannot usually predict how the hyperparameter changes will affect the training dynamics and we lack sufficient empirical
understand the influence of elasticity across diverse ML jobs and automate learning rate scaling rule selection for users.

In summary, our work has two key contributions.

1. We implement a PyTorch-based framework that enables the evaluation of learning rate scaling rules in environments with dynamic resource availability. Users can simply plug in various learning rate scaling rules and arbitrary resource availability traces, and evaluate how well these rules perform under the resource variations modeled by the given traces.

2. We empirically evaluate how SGD performs in environments with frequent resource changes, using well-known and widely used learning rate scaling rules. We base our evaluation on real transient VM traces collected from Google Cloud.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Transient VMs in the cloud

Transient, or low-priority, preemptible resources are found in the cloud [17–19] as well as in private datacenters [8, 24]. Our study focuses on transient cloud VMs; however, our analysis is valid for any environment with preemptible resources.

Transient or spot VMs are offered by most cloud providers today and can lead to large cost savings (up to 60-90%). However, they can be preempted at any point in time, depending on the resource demand, leading to sudden failures. Their availability is heavily related to the cluster-wide resource contention and each provider’s policy. Figures 1a and 1b characterize the availability of spot GPU and TPU VMs in Google Cloud, respectively. The traces were collected in April 2022. For GPU trace collection we used a2-highgpu VMs with A100 GPUs attached located in zone europe-west4-a and we try to maintain a constant amount of 56 GPUs using GKE node pools [25]. For TPU trace collection we used TPUv2-8 nodes in zone us-central1-f with 8 TPU cores each, and try to maintain 120 TPU cores, meaning that whenever a machine is preempted, we try to allocate a new one.

From Figure 1a, and 1b, we see that the available number of preemptible accelerators varies over time. Node preemption and reclamation events are unpredictable and can happen in bulks (e.g. see Figure 1b at time = 4h, and time = 9h), leading to a dynamic environment. Prior work [13] has also observed high volatility of transient resources in the cloud.

2.2 Learning rate scaling rules in SGD

We refer to the number of samples given as input in each accelerator during the forward and backward pass as the local batch size. The global batch size in synchronous training is defined as the number of samples taken into account for the optimizer update (e.g. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)) and is typically the sum of all accelerators’ local batch sizes [20]. The impact of the optimization step is heavily determined by the learning rate.

In SGD, the global batch size is tightly coupled with the learning rate hyperparameter, as has been shown in recent studies [21]. Scaling the batch size usually requires scaling the learning rate in order not to degrade model quality. Multiple learning rate scaling rules have been proposed to achieve good convergence with large batch sizes. Here, we present three widely used rules which we

Figure 1: Availability of preemptible accelerators in Google Cloud Platform.
evaluate in this work, due to their wide applicability and adoption by the ML research community [26–28], and ease of use [29].

- **Linear Rule** According to the linear scaling rule, when the batch size is scaled by a factor $k$, the learning rate should also scale by $k$. Goyal et al. [26] give an intuitive interpretation of this rule stating that if the gradients of $k$ steps with batch size $n$ are identical to the gradients of 1 step with batch size $k \cdot n$, they would lead to equivalent weights, if the learning rate is also scaled by $k$. Even though this is a strong assumption, this rule has been widely used to scale distributed SGD in various ML tasks [27, 30].

- **Square Root Rule** The square root scaling rule states that when the batch size is scaled by a factor $k$, the learning rate should scale by $\sqrt{k}$. Krizhevsky [31] proposed this rule in order to maintain the scale of weight update variance. Variations of this rule have been extensively used especially with the Adam optimizer [32].

- **AdaScale Rule** The AdaScale rule, proposed by Johnson, Agrawal et al. [33], adapts the learning rate scale depending on the variance of the gradient. If the batch size is scaled by a factor $k$, when the gradient’s variance is large, AdaScale approximates the linear scaling rule (learning rate scale close to $k$), while when the variance is small, the scale of the learning rate is also smaller, or even 1. Thus, AdaScale translates into a learning rate warm-up scheme, and has enabled training with very large batch sizes in a wide variety of ML tasks [33].

These rules can efficiently scale to larger batch sizes, reducing the total number of steps needed to reach convergence, and thus reducing the total training time. However, they have been originally proposed considering a constant batch size throughout training. As shown in section 2.1, training with transient resources can lead to frequent and drastic variation in the global batch size, raising the question of whether these well-established rules hold in these scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of these rules has not been adequately studied in environments where the batch size can change so frequently and abruptly.

3 RELATED WORK

**Batch size and learning rate at scale:** Shallue, Lee et al. [21] conduct a detailed empirical study of the effects of large batch size on training convergence, using models from various ML tasks. They investigate the optimal learning rate for each batch size scale and observe huge variations among different workloads, as well as discrepancies between the actual optimal learning rates, and the learning rates proposed by scaling rules. Zhang et al. [22] use a noisy quadratic model to predict the effects of a larger batch size as well as the optimal learning rate when the batch size is scaled, while techniques such as LARS [34] and LAMB [23] have managed to effectively scale the batch size even further in image processing and Natural Language Processing tasks. These works study the effect of learning rates with a static amount of resources throughout training. Lin et al. [30] study the impact of dynamic batch size in SGD with momentum and propose a *momentum compensation* technique that gradually changes the learning rate when the batch size changes, but they only consider the linear learning rate rule. Since training is becoming elastic, and the batch size can change very frequently, we believe that it is important to extend these studies to extremely dynamic environments as well.

**Frameworks for elastic training:** TorchElastic [10] and Horovod Elastic [14] are systems proposed by well-known ML frameworks to support elastic training. Pollux [11] leverages elastic training to optimize resource efficiency and average job completion time in a cluster, by scaling a training job up or down based on its throughput and convergence rate. In all these frameworks, the user needs to decide how the learning rate will change in response to batch size changes, usually by defining plugins in the training procedure. EasyScale [15] proposes a system for deterministic elastic training that finds and mitigates the sources of randomness in training. However, this may negatively impact throughput, as vendor-specific kernel optimizations that speed up training are disabled. Recently, Varuna [12] and Bamboo [13] enable elasticity for large models that are trained using pipeline parallelism. Varuna [12] uses gradient accumulation to preserve the global batch size but may change the local batch size, leading either to hardware inefficiencies [35], or to batch normalization issues, requiring techniques such as Group Normalization [36].

4 METHODOLOGY

This section describes how we evaluate different learning rate scaling rules with different models. We evaluate the scaling rules by training ResNet50 [37] and VGG16 [38] on the ImageNet-2012 [39] dataset and Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [40] on the MS-COCO [41] object detection dataset. We implement a framework that emulates training with synchronous SGD in an elastic environment, where the batch size varies according to hardware resource availability. The framework makes it easy to plug in new learning rate scaling rules, thus enabling future research in this direction, and is available online.

4.1 Framework Design

Our framework lets users specify a learning rate scaling rule, a local (per-accelerator) batch size, and a batch size trace. The trace can represent an arbitrary elastic environment. The framework then trains using a dynamic batch size as specified by the trace, and adapts the learning rate upon batch size changes as defined by the given scaling rule. The framework itself runs on a cluster of normal/non-preemptible resources.

The framework is designed to run on top of PyTorch. As we use TPU accelerators for our experiments, our framework is designed to

![Figure 2: Evaluation Framework](image-url)
run with PyTorch-XLA [42]. Any Pytorch XLA training script can be modified to use our framework by adding our custom sampler class and wrapping the Pytorch optimizer with one of our custom optimizers.

Since we only want to evaluate the effect of learning rate scaling rules, we assume that no data samples are lost when resources change. This models the case where the dataset can be redistributed to the active workers after a resource change. We further design our system to preserve the exactly-once semantics, for the dataset at each training epoch, regardless of the number of resources. Finally, our framework requires the trace to specify the batch size for each step. In contrast, the resource availability measurements shown in Figure 1 display the number of resources over time. Hence raw measurement traces must be translated. System characteristics such as throughput, scaling efficiency, and per-accelerator batch size must be taken into account during translation. By customizing these parameters our framework can emulate arbitrary cluster configurations. Note that we assume that the trace is generated such that the global batch size is always a multiple of the local batch size that is used per accelerator. Therefore, it is guaranteed that the global batch size is always greater or equal to the local batch size.

In our experiments we assume that the time per step $\Delta t$ is constant independently of the batch size (perfect scaling). In this case the batch size trace can be computed from the trace of available resources over time as follows: The resource availability trace defines a function $g : \text{time} \rightarrow \#\text{accelerators}$. The batch size at step $i$ is $g(i \cdot \Delta t + T) \cdot B$, where $T$ is an optional starting offset and $B$ is the local per-accelerator batch size.

**Implementation Details.** We scale the global batch size according to the given trace by dynamically adjusting the number of accelerators involved in a step and accumulating gradients if needed. The local batch size stays constant. In other words, the number of accumulated local batches at each accelerator varies dynamically during training. Our framework takes care of distributing the right batches to accelerators so that each sample is seen once per epoch.

### 4.2 Batch Size Traces

We evaluate the scaling rules with traces based on data gathered from real GPU and TPU spot instances in Google Cloud (Figure 1a and 1b). We choose starting offsets so that the resulting traces are both representative and interesting.

**ResNet50 and VGG16.** For both models we assume that each accelerator (GPU or TPU core) can efficiently handle a local batch size of 128. That is, a batch size of 1024 in a trace indicates that eight accelerators were available at this point in time. For simplicity, we assume that each step takes 0.6s independently of the batch size. This is a value that we got from running the two models under various GPU cluster configurations. With this configuration, a training run of 90 epochs on ImageNet-2012 with the traces corresponds to 200 to 275 minutes of cloud availability measurements. Fig. 3a corresponds to the batch size trace based on available A100 GPUs (Figure 1a), and Figure 3b shows the trace sampled from the the

![Figure 3: Batch size trace for models trained on ImageNet](image)

Figure 3: Batch size trace for models trained on ImageNet

TPU v2-8 availability data (Figure 1b)

**SSD.** We assume that each accelerator handles a batch size of 32. Each step takes 0.3s independently of the batch size. The resulting batch size traces are shown in Figure 4.

**Reproducibility.** The traces that we used for our experiments can be considered *snapshots* of the GCP resource availability. In general, there are multiple sources of randomness in ML training, such as multi-worker data loading, hardware-specific implementations, and the non-associative nature of floating point operations. Elasticity adds another source of randomness in training, since the experienced resource availability varies over time. Related work [15] attempts to enforce reproducibility in elastic training, at the cost of increased runtime.

### 4.3 Model Training Configurations

**ResNet50.** We train ResNet50 according the training procedure described in [26]. The model is trained for 90 epochs. The learning rate is linearly warmed up during the first five epochs. At epochs 30, 60, and 80, the learning rate is scaled by 1/10. The reference learning rate used for the learning rate scaling rules is 0.1 for batch size 256. The local batch size is always 32. As a baseline for the linear scaling rule, we reproduce the result of [26] by training with batch size 8192 and a linearly scaled learning rate ($8192 / 256 \cdot 0.1 = 3.2$). Goyal et al.[26] report a Top-1 accuracy of 73.27% for static batch size 8192. For the root scaling rule, batch size 8192 implies a learning rate of $\sqrt{8192 / 256} \cdot 0.1 = 0.57$.

**VGG16.** We opt to evaluate a modified version of VGG16 that includes batch-normalization as defined in [43]. We train VGG16 with the same training procedure as ResNet50, which also follows the official PyTorch recipe [44]. We again establish a baseline using batch size 8192. In our experiments, the reference learning rate of 0.1 for batch size 256 leads to exploding gradients when linearly scaled to
In this section we present the results of our empirical evaluation of how the presented learning rate scaling rules perform when the batch size varies during training. We evaluate all three scaling rules, on all batch size traces with all models, except for SSD. We omit results with AdaScale on SSD since training did not properly converge in our experiments. All experiments are run with full precision on TPUv3-8 virtual machines using all eight cores. Each experiment is run three times, and the reported numbers are the mean and standard deviation of the runs. For ResNet50 and VGG16, each run’s reported accuracy is the mean of the last three epochs’ validation accuracy. To get a precise baseline for ResNet50 and VGG16 we evaluate the rules using a static 8192 batch size. For SSD on the MS-COCO dataset we consider the results in [45], where 0.25-0.26 mAP is reached for different batch sizes, to be our baseline. The results are presented in tables 1, 2, 3.

### Table 1: Final Top-1 (validation) accuracy of ResNet50 for all combinations of traces and scaling rules. Standard deviation displayed based on three runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Linear Rule</th>
<th>Root Rule</th>
<th>AdaScale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>76.02 ± 0.11</td>
<td>73.70 ± 0.14</td>
<td>76.31 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>76.15 ± 0.12</td>
<td>74.38 ± 0.07</td>
<td>76.39 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>76.20 ± 0.10</td>
<td>74.84 ± 0.19</td>
<td>76.31 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Final Top-1 (validation) accuracy of VGG16 for combinations of traces and scaling rules. Standard deviation displayed based on three runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Linear Rule</th>
<th>Root Rule</th>
<th>AdaScale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>72.62 ± 0.14</td>
<td>72.37 ± 0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>72.71 ± 0.11</td>
<td>73.05 ± 0.12</td>
<td>72.37 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>72.63 ± 0.09</td>
<td>73.21 ± 0.14</td>
<td>72.58 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Final Top-1 (validation) mAP[0.5:0.95] of SSD300 for combinations of traces and scaling rules. Standard deviation displayed based on three runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Linear Rule</th>
<th>Root Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>0.25-0.26</td>
<td>0.200 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>0.247 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.204 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>0.250 ± 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Impact on final accuracy ResNet50. Our results show that for ResNet50, model quality does not degrade with the linear scaling rule on both traces. The root scaling rules performs worse on both traces, but final accuracy is inferior with the baseline too. The learning rate computed by the root scaling rule is most likely too small for this setting. The AdaScale optimizer outperforms both other rules on all traces.

Impact on final accuracy VGG16. In contrast to our observations with ResNet50, the linear learning rate scaling rule does not perform well with the VGG architecture. If we use the same reference learning rate as for the root scaling rule to scale the batch size, training loss diverges. Yet, even if we reduce the learning rate as described in 4.3, the linear learning rate performs worse on all traces. The root learning rate, on the other hand, has a convergent baseline, and model quality does not degrade on any of the traces.

In this section we present the results of our empirical evaluation of how the presented learning rate scaling rules perform when the batch size varies during training. We evaluate all three scaling rules, on all batch size traces with all models, except for SSD. We omit results with AdaScale on SSD since training did not properly converge in our experiments. All experiments are run with full precision on TPUv3-8 virtual machines using all eight cores. Each experiment is run three times, and the reported numbers are the mean and standard deviation of the runs. For ResNet50 and VGG16, each run’s reported accuracy is the mean of the last three epochs’ validation accuracy. To get a precise baseline for ResNet50 and VGG16 we evaluate the rules using a static 8192 batch size. For SSD on the MS-COCO dataset we consider the results in [45], where 0.25-0.26 mAP is reached for different batch sizes, to be our baseline. The results are presented in tables 1, 2, 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Linear Rule</th>
<th>Root Rule</th>
<th>AdaScale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>76.02 ± 0.11</td>
<td>73.70 ± 0.14</td>
<td>76.31 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>76.15 ± 0.12</td>
<td>74.38 ± 0.07</td>
<td>76.39 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>76.20 ± 0.10</td>
<td>74.84 ± 0.19</td>
<td>76.31 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Linear Rule</th>
<th>Root Rule</th>
<th>AdaScale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>72.62 ± 0.14</td>
<td>72.37 ± 0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>72.71 ± 0.11</td>
<td>73.05 ± 0.12</td>
<td>72.37 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>72.63 ± 0.09</td>
<td>73.21 ± 0.14</td>
<td>72.58 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Linear Rule</th>
<th>Root Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>0.25-0.26</td>
<td>0.200 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>0.247 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.204 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>0.250 ± 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Impact on final accuracy ResNet50. Our results show that for ResNet50, model quality does not degrade with the linear scaling rule on both traces. The root scaling rules performs worse on both traces, but final accuracy is inferior with the baseline too. The learning rate computed by the root scaling rule is most likely too small for this setting. The AdaScale optimizer outperforms both other rules on all traces.
We hypothesize that smaller batch sizes help training convergence more than batch size changes harm it. AdaScale performs worse than the root scaling rule. Like the linear scaling rule, AdaScale training did not properly converge with the standard learning rate. With the adjusted learning rate, the final accuracy is still inferior to what we observe with the root scaling rule.

**Impact on final mAP SSD.** We observe that for SSD training the linear scaling rule results in minimal model quality degradation. The root scaling rule performs inferiorly.

**Impact on training curves.** In Figure 5 we further display the training curves for all combinations of rules and traces on ResNet50. Note that the batch size changes are hardly visible on the training curve plots.

**Takeaways.** Overall, we observe that the best learning rate scaling rule is workload-dependent. The fact that linear scaling works better with ResNet50 and root scaling is better with VGG16 matches the results in [21], where Shallue et al. empirically investigate the optimal learning rate for different batch sizes and various models. They find that for ResNet50 the optimal learning rate closely follows the linear scaling rule and for VGG16 the optimal learning rate is closer to the root scaling rule. Hence if practitioners care about not affecting training dynamics, they should profile their model to find the appropriate scaling rule. Our preliminary results show that, for some jobs, where accuracy drops of 1-3% are tolerable, compensating for changing batch size with an appropriate scaling rule is sufficient.

**Cost.** Using transient resources in the cloud can bring significant cost reductions, which might compensate for small accuracy drops. For example, according to our simulations, training ResNet50 on ImageNet to convergence in a cluster of 64 V100 on-demand GPUs costs around 344 USD. On the other hand, training the same model over spot V100 GPUs (around 70% cheaper than on-demand [19]), can reduce the training cost to 112 USD if the GPU availability varies according to the trace 1a. However, as the results from the three different models show, users might need to profile the convergence of their models under the various learning rate rules if they wish to use spot VMs and let batch size scale accordingly, which might add up to the training cost.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Although in this work we focused on Image Classification and Object Detection tasks, extending our analysis with more models from diverse domains would help build a more in-depth understanding of the relationship between learning rate and batch sizes in volatile environments. Furthermore, layerwise adaptive learning rates scaling rules such as LARS [34] and LAMB [23] could be evaluated, as they have enabled training with very large batch sizes and are widely used [46]. Our system enables further experimentation, since users can simply plug in new learning rate rules and arbitrary availability traces.

Our study also assumes no sample dropping, meaning that all samples in a dataset are always available, regardless of node failures. This is true for GB-sized datasets such as ImageNet [39] and WikiCorpus [47], but may not hold for TB-sized datasets [2], where samples might be physically partitioned across nodes. In that case, some samples might become unreachable after a node failure, leading to sample dropping [13]. In cases where dropping training examples does not harm model quality, it could lead to lower training time [48] compared to dataset repartitioning. For future work, we plan to evaluate how sample dropping affects the training in elastic environments when matched with dynamic batch size.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we explored the effect of various learning rate scaling rules when training using transient resources, where the batch size is scaled according to resource availability. We implemented a PyTorch-based framework that enables evaluating learning rate scaling rules over arbitrary traces of dynamic batch sizes and used it to evaluate widely used rules in Object Detection and Image Recognition tasks. Our experiments show that when the correct learning rate scaling rule is employed, training is hardly (or not at all) affected by batch size variability. However, there is no one-size-fits-all rule, and users need to profile their model for selecting the most appropriate one. Alternatively, techniques such as gradient accumulation should be used to avoid changing hyperparameters, but they can introduce extra complexity or inefficiency. In future work, we plan to investigate a wider range of models and learning rate scaling rules to better understand the effects of elasticity on model accuracy for diverse ML tasks.
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